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CHAYl'ER ONE

I. . INTRODUCTION OF THE PROBLEM

1.1. Historical perSJlCCliyes

1. The development of scienceand technology in modem timeshas made Western Europe
the cradle of modern technological development. Consecutive waves of European migrants
transplanted and developed these technological cultures and traditions to North America, i.e,

· mainly the UnitedStates. Japan the first non-Western nationto industrialize, having more than
.• a 100- years gap in technological development carneabreast within the relatively short span of

three generations (1880-1960). Recent comers on the scene of technological achievement are
· the newlyindustrialized countries of Asia (South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, HongKong), India,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Brazil and other Latin American countries.

2. The movement of science and technology from Western Europe to North America and
Japan, and gradually to other countries of Asia and Latin America owes its exp!anationto a
numberof technological breakthroughs, their application to ..natural resoureesand markets,and
mainly through policies put forward by theState. Evenif technological revolution in Britain and

· France were initially promoted by private entrepreneurship, very soon the State stepped in to
encourage and develop the basis for continued progress in the area. Countries thatadvan,eed

'. technologically, were aided by the State through incentives such as adequate investment in
education, science, engineering innovation and in industry in a varietyof manufactures in order
to short-cut a wide industrial lag. .

3. The recent industrialization success of Japan and years later its replication by SouthJ;iast
· Asian countries demonstrates the validity of a purposeful government in the transfer of
· technology and internalizing national development process. The Meiji restoration of 1868 led
the.Japenese government to apply a vigorous policy to encourage the development of an

· indigenous industrial and financial infrastructure. This policy was translated into bold agrarian
"reform through which farmers introduced new methods of irrigation, bJ'Oadened the use of
.fertilizers and undertook the improvement of rice strains. The government established model

:. factories with public funds and operated them, demonstrating new production techniques {rom
Europe (for steel, cement, plate glass, firebrick, woollen textiles and cotton spinning) and after
1880, mostor these pilotplants were sold to interested entrepreneurs at very low prices. The
State subsidized industries (above all, heavy industry, railway construction and shipyards), thus
making industrial investment a conceivable alternative to investment in land'and commerce.

. Officialpurchase policies favoured national over foreign industries whenever possible. Without
· government purchase policy, mostofindigenous electric, paper, glass, leather, cement and brick

and other industries would not have survived the early years of Japan',s industrialization.
'Government >intervention in national economic development encouraged the formation of a

system of national banks, including industrial banks that provided long term,.low interest loans
to mvestors in modern industry.

4. The government also raised domestically a number of modernization funds during the
. crucial years before 1890 through the accumulation of capital derived fromagriculture, rather

"'tMttby iiitfodticihg foreign funds, Great attention was paid by.the:~vernmelit to the
communication systems,railways, telegraph post and other basiceconomic infrastructures.
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More important, the government carefully nurtured a national science and technology policy as
a vital factor in the process of development. .

5. Similar patterns of government intervention in national development were observed in
newly industrialized East Asian countries. Even in the more foreign investment prone countries
as Brazil, Argentina, Chile and others, government intervention in shaping the course of
industrialization and technology development has been substantial.

1.2. African Economic COlnmunjtYand Industrialization

6,. In Africa, major impediments to industrialization are to be attributed among other things,
, to low-level of technology utilization and indigenous technology development and lack of high

". level technical skills. Widespread lack of industrial skills and information are other serious
barriers to a profound socio-economic transformation of which science and technology are
critical tools. Further impediments to industrialization in the continent are frequently externally
imposed constraints, i.e, restrictions on the use of patents, trademarks and the overall restrictive
conditions in technology transfer. These restrictive measures and practices speedily widen the
technological gap between industrialized countries and developing countries, marginalizing

.' African countries in global technological achievement and competition. '
v·: .
\ 7, It is, therefore, imperative for African countries to wake up from their industrial and
;,.teehnological lethargy to earnestly realize that without massive investment in the development
.,of national scientific potential and a reasonable degree of self-reliance in science and technology,
.no meaningful.and sustainable development can be achieved, for science and technology are
central to the development of society. This calls for an overall capacity building, i.e. massive
investment in human resources and institutional capacities for technology development 'must

.bl;gin with human resource development.

,'S" The treatyl! establishing the ~(rican Bconomic Community (AEC) in itsarticles 48 49,
51, 52 and 61 recognises the dire need for African countries to act collectively through
cooperation in the major sectors of industry, science and technology, transport and
communications in order to achieve a meaningful degree of regional self-reliance. In, this

.,collective endeavour, the treaty calls upon African countries to create a solid basis for
'industrial~tion in establishing basic industries essential for collective self-reliance through the
,;strengthening of their scientific and technological capabilities for socio-economic transformation
" and theproper application of science and technology to the development of agriculture, industry,
, transport, and communications, energy, education and manpower and the conversation of

environment.

,9. The purpose of this paper is to sensitize African policy-makers on the crucial role that
.technology plays.in the process of industrializationand overall economic development. It is also
,the objective of this paper to outline the different mechanisms and practices in technology
. transfer, negotiation an4 acquisition through ind~trialization and constraints therein, the need
to develop national technology base and to come up with recommendations and strategies to be

ij organization of African UnitY,'l'reaty establishing the African
Economic Community, June 3rd.l~1, Abuja, Nigeria
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formulated with a view to developing, strengthening and accelerating technology transfer to
foster industrialization while simultaneously developing and building indigenoys teclmology
capacity, particularly in the sectors of industry, transport and communications in the "context of
the promotion of the African Economic Community. To this effect, chapter two will address
the issues of technology transfer.

. .:"J ~
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CHAPTER TWO

TECHNOLOGY TItANSFER AND ECONOM~C STRUCTURAL
TRANSFORMAnON r . . j .

i..~ ".-

2. I . TechnolQ~y transfer and acqujsition
'.

10. Technology transfer is the acquisition of existing technologies and related inputs to
produce specific goods and services. In a more development-oriented sense, it implies that the
recipients of the technology should be able to absorb the technological capacity that underlies
the technological asset. .Thus viewed, the transfer of technology contributes to diversifying the
economic base of a country, its production apparatus and improving the productivity of
individual enterprises. In a wider sense, the. full absorption and assimilation of imported
technologies and the development of indigenous capacities for adaption and innovation constitute
the real test of the effectiveness of the transfer process. The success of the transfer will mostly
depend on the efforts and policies of a country as a whole or the acquirer of technology as an
individual economic unit. In both cases, the decision-maker and acquirer should aim at
achieving the absorption and assimilation as well as the development of indigenous capacity
building.

11. Technology is a commodity or a factor input which is produced by incurring costs, and
from which an income is earned. In an ideal situation, effective transfer of technology takes
place between two capable parties, a party capable of effectively transferring it and a party
capable of effectively receiving it. In both situations costs are incurred in providing and in
gaining access to technology and that benefits of various kinds are derived from the transactions.

12. There are many different vehicles, methods or modalities by means of which technology
transfer is effected. Some are purely commercial, others are of technical assistance and foreign
aid nature. Each vehicle is not exclusive as a simple transaction may include several of these
vehicles. Each has its own characteristics and distinctive impact on development and the

. external sector. In mechanisms such as direct foreign investment and joint ventures, technology
transfer is combined with foreign financing. International transfer often takes place as a package
and the choice of mechanisms is governed by the nature of the technology as well as the type
of investment finance and its source. The ability of the buyer to find alternative sources of
financing (e.g suppliers of credit, loan capital etc) opens up for the selection of channels and
mechanisms in most cases. However, in some cases, international technology transfer may not
take place independently of foreign investment. Yet, it has to be underlined that a range of
options exists for technology imports, and a move to seek technology and finance from different
external sources in an independent way may constitute a step towards unpackaging.

2.2. Unpacka~jn~of Technology

13. The option of acquiring Individual elements of the technology components in a number
of different areas and sectors is equally available. In this sense, "unpackaging" refers to the
desegregation of various types of technological assets and elements and the negotiation of the
acquisition piece by piece. The buyer in the receiving country would need to be able to combine
the desegregated elements So as to utilize the technology as a package in the productive
activities. The advantage of the unpackaging process lies in the fact that the buyer can seek
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alternative sources of various technology, elements, including domestic sources, and try to
,,,!lequiie each element at a..competitive price, thus probably reducing the cost of acquiring
., technology. The ensuing adaptation and assimilation may lay the foundation for an innovative

processing from within, rather than continuous transplantation from the outside.

14. Unpackaging of technologyis closely related to a technological learning process. It is
a step towards the quest for technological transformation. This will require the aequirer to build
an organized capability for the systematic analysis of needs of goods and services and the

,; technologies which Jlroduce them. The analysis should distinguish the present and future needs
:'-io be provided by the use of local capabilities and resources as distinct from these which must
•be obtained from foreign sources.

15. Unpackaging can also take the forms of breaking down the projectcomponents according
to different stages of implementation: (a) pre-investment; (b) investment.and (c) operation.
Again, further desegregation of each stage can be effected in breaking down into constituent
elements in order to assess the feasibility of providing them from local or other foreign sources.
Furthermore, the pfe-investmenrjtage could be differentiated into (a) pre:feasibility and

, feasibility studies; (I) search for and evaluation and selection of technology; and (c) negotiation
",and bargaining. liji,s approach enables the decision-makers to find out what tasks can be
, performed throughl~ skillsand capabilities, The investment stagecouldalso bedesegregated
into various,furl~p:0f/:lll,elements such as design engineering, detailed engineering, architectural
engineering" \>~'C .engineering. Indigenous consultancy firms may be able to take up these
responsibi94es.: For the local personnel involved in the process, it is a meansof more learning
.oppornirii~s' and challenges. F9r a country, such an approach in unpackaging would.result in
C foreign exchange saving,employmentgeneration and development of specific technical skillsand
capabilities from within. The same would apply for the recipient enterprise. The overall
achievement is a tangible contribution to the national technological capability of the country.

16. For an unpackaging of technology to be successful, it has to have far-reaching effects in
moving the place and role of national R&D towards the center and enabling it an increasing
share in technological decision-making and in efforts for fostering technological self-reliance.
The core of the matter in technology unpackaging is to,fully involve and makenattPnal R&D

. active participants,Vafflcuiarly in more advanced situations, to achieve a gradual controlling
,~pacity without 'Ybich,ltechnological transformation would be unattainable in practice. The
success in early unpackaging of technology amounts to creatingreal and sizeable demand for the

, contributions of the R 8(., D community. This will result in beneftcial interrelationships between
,~tional R ,lie, D and the major activities of the national economy sectors. For amongthe,chief
,~~o(;ineffectiveness and marginalization of R&D in developing countries ,an:, ,the
piedominanceof self-oriented activities among researchers and the lack of explicit expressions
from theend-users reflecting serious and purposeful demand for inputs from R&D community.

17. Furthermore,a successful practice in early unpackaging of technology results in the
,demand for fo~igrljnputs being Jjmited in scope and quality to those items which cannot be
'provided indigenously within an acceptable time-frame, and that a balanced complementarity
between technology-embodying contributions from both sources is ensured. Here, the role of
government policy in technology transfer comes in. A government proclaimed policytothe
effect that the quest for technological development would be sought through a balanced mix of
foreign source and locally-generated inputs. '. This means that before a technology is imported,
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consideration is given to local technology-generation establishment capacity to supply the same
technology in a reasonable span of time. Somehow, government policy should in the process .
grant to local suppliers a favoured treatment: Thus, the-government encourages. the generation
and commercialization of indigenous technology.

18. A well conceived early unpackaging of technology results in the local R&D being given
a number of challenging assignments with a view to lessening external dependency. One of
these assignments can be the assessment of the suitability of locally available raw materials or
intermediate products or enhancing their suitability, for use as input in the technology to. be
imported. Local technology generation establishments can be assigned to develop a certain
product or process needed as an ingredient, thus leading to the substitution of the new product
to replace the imported one. The result of these developments have significant influence on ,the
course and outcome of the negotiation process for the transfer of foreign technology. The result
could positively .affeet the actual cost-benefit balance of the technology and its role in the
creation or strengthening linkages with other economic activities.

2.3 Mechanisms and channels of technology transfer and flow

19. Commercial technology transfer2/ is effected through international economic relations
and cooperation agreements in a variety of channels of which the main are (i) foreign direct
investment, (ii) joint ventures (iii) licensing, (iv) franchising, (v) management contracts (vi)
marketing contracts (vii) technical service contracts, (viii) turnkey contracts and (ix) international
subcontracting. Other forms of technology transfer also take place, such as government to
government cooperation, multilateral cooperation agreements involving public institutions and
relating-to infrastruetural projects, urban management and technical collaboration in the field of
science, -industry, education, research and development and agriculture. .

1

2.3.1 Foreign direct investment (FOD

20.· . Foreign direct investment is a development-eum - technology venture by a company, a
group of companies in partnership, or transnational corporation as a simple legal entity, in a
foreign country. As a single entity it exercises effective control over the project it has invested
in; Foreign direct investment is in most cases a venture by transnational companies which as
a matter of policy are majority shareholders. FDItakes either the form of acquiring an existing
enterprise (through normal purchase, privatization) or the creation of an entirely new enterprise.. .

21. In FOI, technology constitutes an integral part of the package. The, technology is·
supplied either in the form of capital goods (production equipment), industrial property rights
as patents, trade marks or brand names. In some cases, the technology provided may be a secret
unpatented process know-how specific to the firm or the later's accumulated experience and
skills in organization, management and marketing.

22. Technology transfer through foreign direct investment calls for implicit or explicit
payment of royalties or other fees for the use of industrial property rights or technical services.

1,0"

AI African-TIES, FifthAfrican~TIESmeet~ng, Raba~, Morocco, 23~

25 September lSl93j working paperno6 ;:.,
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provided, In this case, formal contractual agreements, such as licensing agreements are ~ned
between the parent firm and its affiliate. The payment for capital goodscan be effected through
equity from the affiliate to the parent. Implicit payment for technology takes the form of profits
earned by the parent firm on its equity investment.

2.3.2. Joint ventures
.

23.. Ajoint venture is a business association between twoor morepartieswho agree to share
the portionof equity capital, the investment risk, the control and decision-making authority and
the profits or other benefits of the operation. A technology developer who wishes to tnlnsfer
his technology has four main options, (i) export the technology embedded in goods and services,
(ii) licencethe technology, (iii) transfer it to a fully-owned subsidiary or (iv) transfer it to a joint
ventureoperation. Technology transfer through joint venture does not differ significantly from
contractual licensing. The presence of a strong or a majority shareholder will SUbject the
venture to thecontrolof thatparty andthedeveloper willcontinuously examine thecontributions
,ofeach party to the venture and the returns of each party from it.

. 24. Joint ventures formed between transnational corporations (TNCs) and local enterprises -
.privateor Stateowned, call for someexamination. Technology provided by TNC's underjoint

:venturearrangements canincludeanyor all thoseprovided under fCJreign direct investment.:The
.main difference is.that, because of the sharing of control and benefits. the natureand quality of
the technology supplied will tend to be more explicit in the form of contractual agreements
between the transnational partner and the joint venture enterprise. Payments for technology
transferred underjoint venture tend to be more explicit than in the case of the establishment of
a wholly owned or majority-owned affiliate.

2.3.3 Li~nsing ,

25.' A licensing agreement is synonymous toa legalcontract underwhich the licensor (owner)
confers certain rights upon the licensee (recipi~t) for a special duration in return for certain
payments. Licensing enables the use of industrial proper ty rights. In market economy
countries, there are four main classes of industrial property rights to encourage investments in
knowledge and technology. These are patents, trade marks, copyrights and trade secrets; ..

26. Patent protection is meantforprocesses, machines, manufactures, compc;si~s of
matters and their improvements. A patent gives an exclusive right to the use of the ~tion
in the nation where the patentis granted. Compared withcopyright and trade secret protection,
patentprotection guarantees thisexclusive righteven through others may, during the timeofthe
patent, conceive the same invention.

27. A copyright provides only ,the exclusive right to reproduce the creation, while a patent
grantsthe exclusive right to use an invention. Therefore, a copyright protects the expression
of an idea, whereas a patentprotects both the idea and the expression of it.

28. Licensing agreements normally contain clauses which putconditions on thelicensee's use
of the techn6logyand of the products made thereof. These conditions are restrictive practices
to technologytransfer managements.
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29. Under licensingagreements, payments take the forms of lump-sum fees, running royalties
and share in profits, issue of equity representing the capitalization of technology. There are
other forms of payments under licensing agreements, whereby the level of payments depend on
the nature and value of technology as well as on the negotiating power and skills of the two
parties.

2.3.4 Franchising

30. A franchise is a form of licensing agreement in which the parties involved are in
continuous relationship. The franchiser provides certain rights of which the use of a trade mark
or brand name, plus the services of technical assistance, training, marketing and management,
in return for certain payments.

2.3.5. Management Contracts

31. A management contract is a. provision of an expertise or know-how under which ..
operational control of a production or service enterprise, or over one phase of its activities, .
which in normal circumstances falls under the responsibility of a board of directors or appointed
managers by the owners of the business, is vested in a contract form in a separate enterprise
which perform the necessary managerial functions in return for an agreed fee. the functions .
may be either production management, personnel management, training of local personnel,
purchase and. procurement of capital goods and raw materials; marketing or financial
management. Payments of fees take different forms, most frequently percentages of sales or
profits, lump-sum payments and payments on a "services rendered" basis.

2.3.6 Marketing contracts

32. A marketing contract bears similarity with a management contract. The contractor firm
assigns to the contractee the responsibility for marketing its production or 8. part of it and all the

.activities associated with it. The contractor pays a fee, normally a percentage on sales revenues.

2.3.7 Technical service contracts
;.

33. A technical service contract is a legal arrangement under which the contracting firm
(contractor) agrees to provide technical services in an agreed area of the contracted operations.
These areas are normally in maintenance and repair of machinery, provision of advice on .
process know-how, ad hoc trouble-shooting and quality control. Technical assistance ..
arrangements are either on continuous orad hoc basis.

2.3.8 Turnkey contracts
,

.'

34. . In a turnkey project, the contractor flrmundertakes the responsibility for carrying out all
or most of activities required for the planning, construction and commissioning of a given
project. Whereas the contractor may subcontract specific activities and tasks to other firms, he .
alone is responsible to the contract for completion of the project as whole and delivery of a fully
operational production system. The specific responsibilities covered by turnkey projects vary .
from contract to contract, but they would normally include provision of patented or unpatented
process know-how, basic design and engineering, supply of complete plant and equipment,
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design and eonstruction ofcivil work, complete erection of plant and equipment, commissioning..
of plant facilities up to start-up, initial training of process operators and post start up trouble
shooting.

35. Turnkey contracts provide for the complete, once-and-for-all, physical transfer of
technology as a package, from one party to another. They are especially popular in situations
where the Slipplying firm will not have an ongoing interest in the ownership or managwnent of
the opetafiOhs·of the customer for example, between international engineering fumslll\d,S,.tate
ownedetlttitJ1tises. The supplyingfbm generates its earnings from its special ~Idated
abilities'W'integrate a variety of technological inputs: process know-how, design engijieering,
relatiOftS'With machinery and equipment suppliers and project construction and implementation.
skills, transforming these into a fullyroperational system and then moving on to the next project;
Payments under a turnkey contract are scheduled over the life of planning and design and
instalments being paid at various stages of project completion.

36. Turnkey contracts occur frequently in heavy industry and basic materials of which the
most important have been chemicals, energy, including thermal,hydro and nuclear plants;
metallurgy and iron and steel; hydrocarbons; and construction materials such as cement and
glass. Other industrial activities with signifIcant turnkey projects have been textiles, food
processing, paper, water treatment and mining.

·······2.3.9 International subcontracting

37. In this arrangement, a transnational corporationplaoes orders With a foreign enterprise.
in a developing country, to produce components or assemble finished products using inputs and
technology supplied by the transnational corporation, which absorbs the final p~Cts, for Its '
own production' or'. marketing needs. The technology provided consists of ~fi~~ons,
prodlictiOJnttlow-h?w and so",letim~ machinery~ equipment ~ well. NO;,eR¥iclf"payments.
for technology are involved, since it IS the transnattonal corporation that pays,thesutiCop~
firm for work carried out. In the international subcontracting arrangements, the reaI'transfer
of technology is questionable. Nonetheless, there is always the possibility that technological
spin-Offs may be generated for the local enterprise involved. Subcontracting in developing
countries is concentrated in clothing, electronic equipment and components, and semi-conductor
assembly.

2.4 Technolo~y Transfer and the promotion African Economic Community..

38: "The above vehicles and mechanisms for technology transfer transactions are the maiii
types of arrangements in which transnational corporations or individual technology owners are
suppliers and developing countries the recipients. A Wide variety of~. of Mient
enterprises are involved, ranging from wholly owned affiliates, branches and subsidiaries'tOjoint
venture, unaffiliated private enterprises to state-owned enterprises. In praetlce, there is no
simple one-to-one relationship between one form of transfer and one type of recipient. Hence,
transfer of technology arrangements are best viewed in the context of enterprise-to-enterprise
relationships and enterprise-to-host economy relationships.

39. The policy of a government vis-a-vis foreign investment determines the vehicles by which
technology transfer takes place the most. The government may choose to favour one or another
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CHAPTER THREE

TECHNOLOGY NEGOTIATION

,\

3.1. Introduction

" 45. . Technology owners or suppliers have monopoly on the particular knowledge they own
( and supply. As a result, technology suppliers are naturally used to demanding considerable

renumeration in the 'absence of strong bargaining position'from the recipient. A technology
, supplier may ask. a higher price which bears no relationship to the costs involved in the

productive costs of the technology or the costs involved in actually transfonning the technology.
Effective technology negotiation therefore forms an important component of technology transfer.

3.2. Contract neeotiation in technolo&y purchase
,Jr',·, "
" 46. -In negotiating technology purchases, the importer should be highly knowledgeable of the
,,.legislationand institutional framework within which negotiations are to be conducted: What have

been the actual experiences accumulated from previous negotiations in the same type of
technology purchase? The seeker of technology should be fully cognisant of what kind of know

_, how to target for acquisition and the most favourable term of transfer. The importer should also
, know how to minimize the remuneration for the technology and restrictions on its use. In
',purchasing technology, an importer should seek maximum benefit from it in reducing import
("needs, extemai dependence and taking a share in domestic market. Technology purchase is to

serve as a basis for the development of genuine indigenous technological capability for the
beriefit of an individual enterprise orto the national economy as a whole.

3.3 1&g;a! and institutional framework

47. While most countries have laws regulating industrial property rights such as patents and
designs, copyrights and trademarks, it is only during the last two decades that some developing

,cquntries, began to devise the laws, regulations and guidelines relating-to a national policy of
acquisition of technology. ,~owevet, there is a diversity in the legal framework of developing
countries for regulating foreign investment and technology purchase in line with national
development objectives, priorities and basic legal system.

48. A growing number of African countries have enacted policies, laws and administrative
" regulations, 'governing technology transfer and relatedIssues. Cameroon, Ghana,Guinea,
',MQroeco, Nigeria, Senegal and Tanzania are some oftbe African countries .whieh have

formulated a technology transfer policy through either national investment codes, industrial
policy statement on technology policy, technologytransfer regulations as guidelines on
acquisition of technology, the establishment ofnational offices or national science and technology
commissions. In Ghana, the Ghana Investment centre is the agency of the government for the
encouragement, promotion and coordination of investments and related technology transfer in
the Ghanaian economy. The Technology Transfer regulations of 1992 require that all technology
transfer agreements entered to under the regulations shall be registered with the Ghanaian
Investment Centre. The Centre administers the provisions of the investment code and ensures
that technology transfer arrangements are in line with the objectives and priorities of national
economic policy.
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49. In Tanzania, the Tanzania Commission For Science and Technology is the principal
advisory organ of the government on all matters relating:ro sCientific research and technology
development. It formulates policy on the development of science and technology and advises
the government on regional and international cooperation in scientific research and transfer of
technology. The Commission acts on technology matters through the Centre for the

... Development and Transferof Technology as the principal ergan of the Commission responsible
· for matters relating to the transfer, adaption and development of technology including the
assessment and choice of imported technology. Among other things, the Centre is to playa
';maior role in the unpackaging of imported technology including the assessment of the suitability
of the technology as well as the directandindirect costs of importing technology or development
of such technology; assist institutions importing technology in the negotiation of contracts for
the supplyof technology with a view to securing favourable terms under which technology may
be supplied; and act as a catalystfor thedevelopment of indigenous technology. All technology

..transfer agreements are to be registered with the Centre.. . .
· 50. Morocco has opted for liberalism in its economic development policy and free enterprise
and market as a means of seeking efficiency. The new economic and social strategy provides
all economic agentswith incentives to promotean harmonious and sustained development. With
regard to technology, the 1988-1992 Orientation Plan puts emphasis on training with a view to
mastering technology and know-how. As such, the country has no specific or regulatory policy
on technology transfer.

f. ,~

.:.\:.

51. The regulatory framework governing technology and development in Nigeria is thedecree
70 establishing the National Officeof Industrial Property and the Revised Guidelines ofForeign
Technology. The National Officethrough a governing council is responsible for the formulation
of national technology policy. It carries out thefunctions of promoting.a more efficientprocess
for the identification and selection of foreign technology, the development of negotiating skills
of Nigerians with a view to ensuring the acquisition of the best contractual terms and conditions

· by Nigerian parties entering into any contract or agreement for the transfer of foreign
· technology:

52. The implementation of decree 7Q-Revised Guidelines on:Acquisition of Foreign
Technology-has made two major provisions in order to regulate technology transfer in Nigeria.
Those are (i) an ·"Internal Guidelines on Evaluation and Payments in Technology Transfer
Agreements" and "Guidelines to Assist Nigerian Enterprises in Negotiating.Transfer of

"Technology Agreements". Both guidelines aim at enlighting the private and organizedbusiness
·community in the negotiation of transfer agreement and the applicable payment rates as well.
Theyare also designed to strengthen the negotiation capabilities of Nigerians with the transferors
and also improve thequalityof agreements subrrtittedtothe Officefor registration. The Revised
Guidelines on Acquisition of Foreign Technology provides a comprehensive framework for the

. transfer of technology to benefitand make maximum impact on national economy and provide
·a basis for the development of indigenous technology and technical skills.
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53. In Senegal, a Decree Establishing Procedures for Prior Verification and Approval of
Contracts for the Transfer of Industrial Property Rights was enacted in 1989. In its article 2
V ft ~PPUlatrsthat • Licences, contracts; assignments and transfer of patents and mark utilJty

,,andilWnership models, including amendments or renewals thereof, shall, on pain of invalidity,
be subbUtted for prior verification and approval to the Minister responsible for Industrial
Property".

54. . Technology transfer agreements and related investments are granted substantial social,
taxation and cJ;lstoms advantages and other traditional guarantees of free transfer of capital and
income. In oi;1ler to promote national and foreign investment, the government has set up three
structures for assistance to entrepreneurs in their economic development activities.

55. The Single Counter placed under the authority of the Minister of Economy, Finance and
Planning assists economic development promoters with carrying out adminisnative formalities

.,. in settiRg'up and extension of enterprises by completing all relative documents on tl1l: spot, and
grants,'tO enterprises considerable customs and taxation advantages emanating' from the
InvestinentCode. The Single Counter approach reduces considerably the delays of examining
and approving private investment programmes.

56. The Automonous Administration of the Free Industrial Zone of Dakar whose mission is
.: to promote export and labour-intensive industries. It provides the following"services to

investors, (i) promotion, information and counselling; (ii) search for financing; (iii) study and
evaluation of projects; (iv) search for partners in joint ventures.

57. The National Company for Industrial Studies and Promotion (SONEPI) is an information
cum-counselling and assistance to national and foreign economic development promoters. It

,; provides a range of services to investors of which the-identification, study and follow up in the
implementation of industrial projects, the rehabilitation of sick enterprises; fl,llancialassistance
to enterprises in the form of acquisition of shareholding, creation of industrial enterprises,
industrial and technological training and information.

58. Other developing countries such as the Republic of South Korea and the Philippines
require compulsory appraisal and registration of foreign investments as well as of technology
transfer transactions. They offer tax and tariff incentives, concessions and guarantees through

:J the terms of investment and technology transfer legislation and central screening agencies.
Andean Pact countries require similar compulsory approval and registration, either through the
same legislation for both direct investment and technology transfer transactions.

59.. In countries like Indonesia and Middle Eastcountries only foreign capital investment, but
not ~,hnology transfer arrangements, requires compulsory approval and registration., In
Thaila44, only those investments seekingincentives guaranteed and concessionsprescribed under
the investment legislation are subject to approval and authorization. Technology transfer
arrangements are not formally regulated.

V African-Ties Guide, Fifth African-Ties Meeting Rabat, 23-25 September 1993, Working
paper No.6.
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.60. Despite the diversity in legal and instifutiohiu frameworks among them, most developing
·'Countries require approval and authorization of foreign capital investment. The main difference
.is that in some cases investment incentives Il1"C gfl!Jltll<!by the same central screening agency and
incentives by virtue of the other laws in the normal course. With regard to technology transfer
arrangements, the approach.is much less uniform. In many countries such arrangements dOnot
need formal approval or registration attempt they might beexamined in the course of the capital
investment screening process or by thecel)traI banks in order to endure that payments involved

'are reasonable. However, there is a growing awareness that.sensitivity is required not merely
of the payments involved but also of the peed for and suitability of the technology and. of the
arrangements envisaged for its transfer and absorption.

61. The functions of the screening agencies differ also in the matter of the grant of
investment incentive, the difference lying not so much in the provision of incentives as in how

· they are made available. In countries which use investment incentive laws or costs to regulate
· domestic and foreign investments, the central screening agencies are empowered to grant both
approvals of and incentives for investments. This approach enables screening agencies to 1JSe
incentives as trade-off in establishing performance requirements. .

62. In a number of countries, the functionsand role of the central agencies have over time
. been widened to include the preparation and publication ,of plans indicating priority areas for

investment and terms for foreign participation, advising the government on the formulation or
review of investment policies, dissemination of information on investment opportunities and
provide guidance and assistance. to prospective investors, The central agencies have taken up
the planning, promoting and regulating foreign investments in an integrated manner. In SOme

· countries, these functions are undertaken ,by the ministries of industry, commerce, planning,
.economic affairs and finance which draw on the accommodate expensive and experience of the
central screening. agencies.

63. A common objective of many developing countries is that the implementation of policies
should be keptflexible and pragmatic and that administrative procedure should be streamlined

·to minimize delays and undertake this regardless of tile variations in the legal and institutional
framework. .,

64. Countries have. eliminated unnecessary COntrols and the granting of automatic
authorization have received increased anenucn in this context. In many countries the growing
capabilities of their own public and private sector enterprises in selecting foreign partner's and

; negotiating with them have lessened the need forgovemmental intervention in operational
, details. In other countries, certain reforms and shifts in policies, as result of a greater emphasis

on private sector. initiatives and market .. mechanisms, have prompted this development.
. Consequently, there is an increasing awareness.that clarity in policies and efficiency inapproval
procedures are important goals for regulatory framework, .

65. Ministries or central screening agencies or registries use a number of specific criteria for
the approval of technology purchase. These criteria as usually embodied in national "codes of
conduct for the purchase of foreign technology". Some of these criteria are inter alia, the
'following:"'""

(i) Is the know-how to be imported easily available locally'?

,



(li)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)
(vii)

(viii)

(ix)
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Is the technology to be used in the production of a priority product or
service?
Is the technology appropriate in terms of its use of local factors of
production, i.e. taw materials and labour intensity?
Are local suppliers going to be involved in backward and forward
linkages?;
Is the technology really innovative and up-to-date and if local material
components are to'be used?· '.. , .
Would use of the technology promote export or import-substitution?
Do the contract conditions and terms allow for the effective unpackaging,
assimilation and diffusion of the technology within the economy?
Is the technology to be imported pollution-free and environment friendly?
and
Is the remuneration within limit range?

66. . In negotiating the purchase of foreign technology, a local enterprise should be
knowledgeable of the above guidelines otherwise the central screening agency may refuse to
endorse the agreement with the foreign supplier. The raison d'etre of the guidelines is to
safeglllitd both the private and public interests. It is also in the interest of the technology
supplier to know that there are certain legal limits beyond which he cannot go to be able to
strike a deal.:

3.4. Techniques and Strateeies of neeotiation

3.4. I Impediments to lIeeotiations

67. In the World of technology transactions, the relationship·between the supplier/owner and
the recipient is a very unequal one. The process of negotiation is difficult and lengthy exercise
of reconciling conflicting interests. It is a tough exercise of narrowing down the discrepancies
in, jiegoti~tyIg strengths between TNC's and developing countries, between the' technology
supplietsioWners and recipient enterprise. A recent study ~/ by Dr. Branko Vukmir, a
UNID9 consultant has identified the gaps in negotiating skills and strengths between TNC's and
develoPing countries or between their respective enterprises as follows:

(1) Stren&tbs of INC's IechnoloeY SlJ1lJ!liers

(i) Availability of skilled and best manpower. Teams of experienced
negotiators who negotiate the same type ofcontracts throughout the world.
The teams are made up of all skills profiles;

(ii) Knowledge of the whole range of technologies - the best and the 'Wrst
from the profit point of view and from the individual countries point of
view;

~/ Ties newsletter, UNIDO, 1993 Issue n~:49
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Thorough knowledge of the issues involved in,negotiating certain types of
contracts;. ,

close supervision by the top and medium management levels;

Lawyers are, as a rule, always involved in the negotiations of contracts;

(2) Weakness of reciPient develsUling countries/enterprises

:(t

(iii)

(iv)

·'t.~"i (v)

"

:i,

(i) Manpower and. experts are scarce and function with their own limited
resources;

(ii) Experts are often inexperienced in negotiating complicated contracts and
agreements;

(iii) Top and medium management are even less' experienced than the
negotiators, who can rarely receive proper' guidance from them;

(iv) Insufficient insight into available technologies or alternative solutions and
insufficient knowledge of the problems with existing technologies under
negotiation. Experts often live in isolated societies without access to the
outside world an~ information that may otherwise be available;

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(; ..

Teams of experts do not have sufficient knowledge of intricate issues
involved in negotiating certain types of contracts. The teams are not
composed of the right mix of experts. A number of unnecessary people
are involved in the negotiation process. This leads to high costs and low
efficiency.

The negotiators of the negotiating developing country/enterprise have no
sufficient knowledge of the TNC with which negotiation are being held
and have no access to proper sources of information; , "
No advance preparations for negotiation and lack of clear strategy towards
achieving the aims. Key officials are most of the time preoccupied with
other commitments and have little time to give guidance and instructions
to their negotiators;

68. In the light of the above discrepancies, TNC's always have an advantage and edge over
developing countries before coming to the negotiating table. They are highly knowledgeable of
their business and the, competition. They have all the information they need in the area of

, technology, Iaw.imarket, etc.

3.4.2 Some negotiating strategies

69. In order to redress the imbalance in negotiation capability, it is necessary for developing
countries to obtain the relevant information before the start of negotiations. There are certain
negotiating techniques and strategies that developing countries could adopt in order to minimize
their disadvantages. Some of them are, inter alia. as follows:
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70. First, the negotiating developing country. should prepare itself intensively before
· negotiations actually begin. It should gather and digest as much information as possibleoiHhe
·, nature of the product or service it intends to acquire and the state of the international market in
.' that particular industry with a view to determining the choice of prospective suppliers. .The
. supplier could be either' from developed market economies, less traditional market economies,
.' newly industrializingcountries or from economies in transition. It has to be underlined that'the
" more high tech the product or. service is the more limited are the possible sources. It is'
". important and safeguarding for a negotiating developing country to find out and be

knowledgeablefromother developing countries what have been their experiences in negotiating
generally :andpaftlcularly with the given supplier. This "intelligence gathering exercise" is
critical in filling gaps and redressing the imbalance in knowledge. Learning from experience,
a supplier is fully aware of the conditions and terms he negotiated with other customers and 'Can
easily tailor his demands to match or fit in any new situation. A developing country mightnot
know what constitutes the norm or what can be considered to be a good deal. It should seek

.,when .negctiations start to be accorded most favourable nation status, ie terms as good as any
. previous recipient.

71. Second, the negotiating developing country should put up as competent and
knowledgeable a negotiating team as possible. The. members of the selected team should
preferably have had previous experience of a negotiation process with a technology supplier.
Whether the government or a national private enterprise is the technology recipient, then the
team should include officials who have had experience in negotiating similar types of projects
for public or private enterprises. It is also advisable that some junior members or observers-in
training be included for the purpose of gaining valuable exposure and experience of an actual
negotiation process.

72. Third, the recipient should determine his objective of the intended deal, whether he
intends to achieve the acquisition of modem technology and new machinery; increase in
productivity, modernization of a production process, or acquisition of modem management
skills. In all cases, training of local personnel is required and the negotiation contract has to
spell out in clear terms the number of persons to be involved and precisely what levels and
categories of skills to be trained. For the successful transfer of technology, it is of prime
importance for the recipient to determine his precise objectives of the negotiation and the
importance of each issue that is to be discussed.

73. Fourth, the negotiating developing country should know what the negotiator really wants,
ie. (i) access to new materials, (ii) low labour and infrastructure cost (iii) opening, preserving,
expanding or ensuring markets for its products or (iv) outright sale of technology. Competition
may induce a supplier to really transfer a core technology or if he wants to enter a market highly

· attractive because of its large size. The known example of such a case was the sale by Technip
of France of ethylene technology to Petrobras of Brazil. In this case, Petrobras was able to
negotiate all that was required for effective transfer of core and up-to-date technology. This
made the supplier so consenting because of the attractiveness of Brazilian huge market. In the
process of negotiation, the supplier did not make mention that advantage and engaged in high
bargaining as the techniques require it.

74. Fifth, the negotiating developing country or its enterprise should as much as possible try
to guide and exercise control over the agenda, the framing of the issues in discussion and the
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", ,bargaining procedures. It is always advisable for the recipient to report back to head office
beforefirm commitment on the final transaction.

",:75. Sixth, TNC's have experienced team's of negotiators who have developed techniques
aimed at creating false impressions and appearances. The technology recipient should not ,let

L'<. himselfbeintimidated or outmanoeuvred by such negotiation tactics. One of such tactics is the
, "divide and rule" consisting in selecting an opposing negotiator whose viewsare moreacceptable
·.than the views of other opposing negotiators. This technique is aimed at provoking a division
·.in the opposing ranks because the negotiators are treated differently; others are the "walkout"

or threat of the supplier to break off negotiations with a view to embarrassing and weakening .
· the recipient vis avis his supervisors, the "last minute demand" or wearing/exhaustion tactic to

.< yield a last minute concession only to finally close a deal; and the invoking of "standard
Ji commercial practice" by experienced negotiators inpossessionof documents from international
,I' interest groups labelled "customs", "customary rules", "standard conditions", "general

conditions" or similar documents favouring oneparty to impress the negotiating partner. Such
document may yield concessions wherein normal negotiations theywould never be forthcoming.

. . .", ; ; ..-,

<>'1.

'\(;.
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CHAPTER FOUR

NEED FOR NATIONAUREGIONAL TECHNOLOGY POLICY

76. Technology is the basis of economic progress and continuous growth of national
economy. It enhances self-reliance and economic independence. However, a number of
important prerequisites have to be met for technology to play this crucial role.

4.1,. Political will and poUtical sYPJlOrt

77. According to R.M. BELL, ~I "there will be no science, technological development and
.real progress in the underdeveloped countries unless their political elite become aware of the
need for it in their national progress, and sufficient!y appreciate the conditions under which it
can be successfully implemented". The importance of national mobilization and the leading role
of the State in the overall drive for technological transformation have been fathered in almoSt
all countries by the..high level of political and social authority in advanced, newly industrialized
and fast growing economies. The patronizing role of the political authority has played an
instrumental role in mobilizing all resources and -factor inputs in coordinating and guiding all
parties involved.

78. The experience of Japan, East and South East Asian countries and many other developing
countries in Latin America, Eastern Europe and Middle East which have attained important
advances in technological transformation is a testimony to the central role of the state,
particularly at the initial stage of industrialization until a satisfactory level of maturity and
strength is reached for the private sector, to play an increasing role. Even in highly
industrialized countries, many heavy investment R&D areas are' public domains. All advanced
countries have a strong technology policy steadily sustained and piloted by the State in the
framework ofworld industrial strategies.

79. No more than elsewhere, it is in Africa and most particularly in Sub-Saharian Africa that
the role of public authority is called to challenge in the technological transformation of African
economies. In the absence of a truly indigenous industrial community and the presence of weak
and vulnerable national economies, the goal of technological transformation cannot be achieved
without explicit political will and support at all levels. In that context, cooperation efforts
between two or more countries, subregional and regional cooperation must playa crucial role
in the application of technology in national and regional industrial development, for few
countries in the continent can afford individually the substantial outlays in technology
transformation and-development.

~I R.M. Bell, Approaches to National Science Policy, Science Policy Research Unit,
University of Sussex (1983)
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4.2 Endogenous technoloeical capacity and capability

80. The Vienna Programme of Action.V defines endogenous capacity as "the full
recognition of the necessity for all countries to rely on 'their own endogenous scientific and
technological capacities. Such self-reliance doesnot mean autarky, but ability in essenceto take
and implement autonomous decisions for the solutions of national problems, and the
strengthening of national independence"...•Endogenous capacityis also taken to be "one which
is interila\lygenera~ within a society and which is self-reproducing. A capacity refers to the .,
possession of a basic infrastructure, while the possession of a capability implies the active use..
of that capacity for the pursuit of some recognized objectives"

81. The building of endogenous capacity is a long-term, complex and protracted endeavour.
A minimum infrastructure is a prerequisite for achieving endogenous capacity. Therefore, the
basic objectives'of a National Technology Policy will be initially the efficient absorption and
adaption .of imported technology appropriate to national priorities and resources and
subsequently the development and strengtheningof iIIdigenous technology base. This entails the
formulation of "National Technology Policy" with the Jollowing but not exhaustive objectives;

(a) Assessment of national capability to import, adopt and improveimported technology;

(b) 'Development of R and D infrastructures and centres of excellence;

-

(c) Development of the national scientific potential and self-reliance in science and
technology;

. (d) Development of a science information system and science indicators;

. (e) Establishing appropriate coordinating and monitoring mechanisms among all
stakeholders in the process ofdevelopment;

. ~

and;

(t) Assessment of R and D expenditures necessary to achieve the objectives;

,', (g) Scientific and technical manpower development;

(h) Enhancement of the role of universities, technical institutions and the private sector
in,the development of science and technology;

(i) Creation of efficientmechanisms (both external and internal) for technology trlmsfer ,
, ' . .

(j) Provision of means to translate inventions into investments andcommercialization 9f
research results.

V UN Advisory Committee on Science and Technology for Development, Eight Session,
Goa (India) 26-30 September 1988
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4:3 Fundjng R&D. S & T activities-in the prevaiUng situation in Africa

82. In view of the serious economic difficulties African countries are experiencing and the
low level of investment capacity, particularly in the industria!; sector, funding of dev~opment
projects is likely to remain a major constraint to economic growth and diversification in African
countries. Thus, ~Africangovernments should device innovative tools of financing S & T. Some
ofthe mechanisms they have to put in place are: .

(i) An innovative system of State support to S & T, and to identity the priority sectors
towards which this support should be devoted;

(ii) enabling conditions for diversification of structure of R and D organizations as well
as of Its financial support;

(iii) mechanisms for target oriented financing as a direct basic economic tool for the'
State support of R and D activities;

(iv) R and D activities in business enterprise sector on a commercial basis by indirect
tools;

(v) mechanisms for support to the business enterprise sector from the State budget as
an additional funding;

(vi) The conditions for the free and dynamic movement of researches among the many
parties in development process; .

.(vii) Innovative R and D organizations as well as technology parks and centres;

(viii) Innovation processes in small and medium-size enterprises (SME's)

(ix) An overall and all-embracing policy environment conducive to increased investments
in all sectors of national economy, and

(x) mechanisms that tap, encourage, and, promote all external and internal sources of
funding industrial and technology development
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY ESTABLISHING AND THE ROLE
OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Proyisionof the Treaty establishine ABC

83. The treatyestablishing the African Economic Community in its Article51 on Scienceand
Technology stipulates inter alia, • that member states shall <a) strengthen their scientific and
technological capabilities in order to bring about the socio-economic transformation required to
improve the quality of life of their population and (b) ensure the proper application of science
and technology to the development of agriculture, transportand communication, industry, health
and hygiene, energy, education and manpower and the conservation of environment and .,. (c)

. Cooperate in the development, acquisition and dissemination of appropriate technologies. ·V
In this stipulation, African countries have implicitly and explicitly recognized that technology
is vital for achieving economic development, structural transformation and sustained
competitiveness.

84. What policy measures should African governments formulate in order to accord
technology a place tif honour in the industrialization process and therefore the promotion of the
AfricanEconomic Community Technology and industry are intimately interdependent. Industry
is the natural destination of most technological development and as such is so affected by it. An
overall policy' framework conducive to innovation, investment in infrastructure, intellectual
property protection, human capital formation and a stable macroeconomic and regulatory

. environment are prerequisites for industry and technology to prosper. Furthermore, PDI and
'any transfer of technology, if properly negotiated, are highly convenient medium for the
provision of trainingopportunities, R and D cooperation schemes for the benefit of the recipient
countries.

85. In the light of the close interrelationship between investment and technology, African
countrieswould have to take the following policy measures to promoteand implementthe treaty
establishing to African Economic Community:

5.2 National measures to develop technoloeical capacities

86. TheqiJality of the generaleeonomic environment plays an important role in the
strengthening of technological capacities. The technological capacityor the competitive position
of a country is the expression of the total technological capacities of its different enterprises.

(i) Macro-eroJ)omic policies and the strenethenine of
technological capacities

87. There is a number of specific conditions to be met at the national level to facilitate the
buildingof technological capacities. The first condition is a generaloperational macro-economic
environment viewed in the following components: . an adequate economic growth, political

~I Treaty Establishing the African Economic Community, June 3rd 1991, Ahuja, Nigeria
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stability, price stability, high employment levels and a favourable balance of payments. Other
useful conditions are a reliable and stable legal system and a general economic fratneworkin
which enterprises are rewarded for their initiatives and innovation efforts. In this context, the
normal interplay of competitiveness is let to operate, thus stimulating energies and
entrepreneurial talents of enterprises and innovators.

(ii) InstitutiQnal infrastructUre.fw builfling technological

88. Institutional and physical infrastructures are the next structures to be put in place with
the objectives of strengthening technological capacities. These could be a higher institute on
science and technology or a national council on science and technology set lip to officially
formulite .national technology policies and direct national efforts with regard to building up
technological capacities and capabilities. This will entail an in-depth change in the whole
education system, formal and informal, in order to provide the necessary institutionll1 base for
strengthening indigenous technical skills. Related bodies could be called upon to gather and
disseminate relevant information on technologies, production, commercialization, financing,
investment opportunities in national economy, thus reducing the transaction costs of local
enterprises trying to obtain these necessary informations by their own means.

89. In many African countries, the institutional set up referred to above exists, the issue is
how to make it a true instrument of national technology capacity building.

~:. . .
99.· . A special role should be given to industrial promotion agencies in national technQlogy
policy in areas such as testing Qf material, technical advice on norms and quality control,
assistance and counselling to national enterprises in their negotiations with foreign firms on the
creation of joint venture enterprises, agreements on licensing, etc. The creation of industrial
parks and industrial export processing zones should be encouraged as efficient means of
strengthening indigenous technological capacities. . ,

(iii) Specific administrative instruments

91, A'third group of instruments to be made use of to promote the building of technological
capacities include facilitating procedures administrative. These are the issuance of import'
Iicences,the system QftOreign exchange allocation, price control, favourable credit terms, grants.
or investment subsidies, preferential 'fiscal treatment, protection related to tariff measures or
contingency measures, fiscal exemptions on imported industrial production equipment and
intermediate inputs. A great deal of administrative instruments exists in most African countries.
However, these instruments should be revisited in the framework of the implementation of the
treaty establishing the African Economic Community. Furthermore, African countries should'
make intensive and extensive use of government procurement facilities of public bodies and Stale·

. enterprises to encourage sectors of innovation and the implementation of new products projects.

92. The use of the administrative instruments should be reserved preferably to productive
sectors of national economy or sectors of high' priority in national development agenda:
Beneficiary sectors and industries have to be closely monitored to ensure that themeasures have
an impact and progress is made in building technological capacities. However, the use of
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adminrstration instruments to promote science and technology policy has to be in hannony with
trade pOlicies; industrial investment policies and employment policies, . ..

.'. . (iv) R&D institutions

93. Developing countries as well as African countries have made over years 'significant
efforts to promote their nationaltechnological capacity and have established a number ofR &
D institutions in various sectors to foster national development. Somehaveachieved tremendous
success, viz thenewly industrialized countries andfast growing economies, others have notbeen
able to make adequate contribution, ie, African countries. One of the reasons behind the poor
performance of R .& D institutions in non- successful economies is the weak interrelatiOn,ship .
between R&D and productive sectors of the economy. Another constraint to R&D impact'.
is poor funding and technical understaffing and working conditions. In order for R &D
institutions to make a significant contribution in the promotion of the African Economic .
Community, a regular dialogue has to be instituted between researchers, fanners, industrialists,
financial institutions, consultancy firms and policy-makers in government and political parties.
Furthermore, African governments have to provide to R&D institutions a minimal critical mass
ofpublic support for the latter to have an impact on economic development, transformation and "
growth.

(v) Human Resources DeyelOJ!ment

94. In formulating policies and strategies for economic development through technologica1
advancement.the question of what kind of human, resources to develop then is Obviously a :
central one, for a direct link exists between the development of human resources and the'
building of technical capability.

95. The major objective of human resources development for industrialization is to reduce
overdependence of African countries on imported technical and scientific manpower and at the
sametimeprovide to the economy high level technical cadres and managers as well as technical
engineers and skilled operational manpower. This will entail the strengthening of
interrelationship between existing classical education system and the projected development of,
various industries and support services. The development of human resources for
industrialization is to facilitate the synchronization of theoffer and demand for human resources "
at different levels of development and industrial operations. '

96. In order to formulate and implement a national policy of human resources development
for industrialization in African countries, African governments must identify individually and
collectively at national and regional level, existing and future skilled manpower as well as"
training needs. Oncethis identification is under- taken, the issues of the creation of apPropriate
training institutions becomes an important one•.Moreover, thedevelopment of skilled manpower
arid trainers becomes an important element in setting up manpower training establishments. The
most important aspect in manpower Planning is.that.manpower development should be directly
linked to existing and projected demand for skilled manpower in industry. Accordingly,
planning of manpower determines the areas inwhich.manpower training should be focalized.

, .
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5.3 'Reilional ctX>J!e!Ation in techriolo~Y transfer and develQpment

97. The majority of African countries, in particular those in the sub-Saharan Africa. cannot
': sustain viable basic industries, i.e, metallurgical, mechanical, engmeering, chemical' and

( 'petrochemical, transport and communications industries. These industries are economy scale
industries and as such require, large markets. Besides, the capital investments in establishing
them are beyond the resources and absorption capacity of individual countries. The narrowness
of national markets in most African countries cannot justify their creation. And those industries

'are, by virtue of their backward and forward linkages, the engines of growth and continuous
development of a national or a regional economy.

, 98. Subregional and regional cooperation among African countries is therefore the only
alternative option to bring about the creation of basic industries in Africa. The promotion of
industrial development projects at regional level, as well as the creation of African multinational
enterprises in priority productive sectors would greatly enhance their development through which
a collective transfer of technology can take place. In this regard, African countries should
cooperate intensively and extensively with a view to pooling their scarce resources to finance
intercountry industrial projects in priority sectors; promoting regional S & T and R&D
institutions to develop and strengthen regional capacity-building in science and technology and
training industrial and technological manpower in regional training institutions designed to serve
collective development needs. Where such institutions already exist, they should be given all
necessary resources they require to be efficient tools of economic, industrial and technological
development.

5.4. Techno!o~y Transfer and DeyelOPment in Tran$pOl1 and CommunicationsSectors

99. Transport and communications are two major sectors which, as the industrial sector.
involve equally intensive technology transfer and utilization in different areas and at different
levels, starting from planning the project until it is actually implemented and then needs to be
operated and maintained. In this regard, governments have recognized the importance of
infrastructural services like transportation and communications in support to economic
development and growth.

100. While rapid pace of innovative developments has occurred in both sectors, it is in the
communications sector that major technological developments have taken place during the last
decade. Development in the field is practically the monopoly of transnational corporations and
their activities in the telecommunications in developing countries have been fairly extensive.
Transnational corporations provided to developing countries mostly telephone and
communications systems and facilities. m and ERICSSON have set up manufacturing facilities
for telephone equipment and switching systems in Latin America during the 1970's. as did
Siemens, Phillips and other transnational corporations in other developing countries. Japanese
multinationals such as Fujitsu and NEC have been very active in the manufactures of public
switching equipment in Singapore and Malaysia and in some other South-Bast Asian countries.
The manufacture of communications equipment in most developing countries such as Brazil,
India, Mexico, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Indonesia was channelled through joint
ventures and licensing arrangements.
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101. A wide scopefor potential joint ventures and licensing exists in the manufacture of cable
industry and in other communications equipment, particularly telecommunications. There is
equally considerable scope for the local, manufacture in several developing countries of telephone
equipment, publicswitching systems,privateexchanges and components in the subsector.Being
a domain mostly controlled by transnational corporations, the latter can playa major role in the
development and expansion of local production facilities in developing communities, desirably
in African countries where such production facilities are quasi-inexistent.

102. Transfer of technology in the transport and communications sector abides more or less
by the same criteria and considerations as in the caseof transfer in an industrial unit. However,
the channels for acquisition and transfer in the communications sector are mostof thecasesjoint

-ventures between a transnational corporation and a State-owned enterprise or through licensing
agreements. Few are the cases when a private enterprise in a developing country ventures by
itself in the sector.

103. .Again in these two sectors, as it was the case in the establishment of basic industries,
African countries must through regional cooperation, build, expand, modernize their transport
and communications infrastructures by means of mobilizing the necessary technological and
financial resources and by creating regional industries for the production of transport and
communications equipment.

if
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

e 104.. Transfer of technology is; a conscious endeavour.of a country to import foreign
technology to meetits industrial development requirements: The more'an economyindustrializes
the more it will need to import foreign technology or develop its own indigenous technology.
The formulation of a national industrial development goes hand in hand with the drawing of a
national technology development plan. ' . .
:.'/ .

105. The transfer of technology should be made in an orderly manner. National industrial
priorities should determine the types,levels of sophistication and appropriateness of the

'tecluwlogies to be imported.

106. Initially, a technology tl"ansfer policy is necessary to fHI the gap in a growingeconomy's
demand for technology at a time when national technology offer cannot meet thatdemand. The
,.nen important step in benefiting from imported technology is learning from training. The long
term majorobjective of a technology transferpolicy is to enable a recipient country to buildits
national endogenous technological capacity and capability in terms of technology policy
framework, policy instruments, data information base, S and T and R&D institutions, national
mechanisms for transfer and dissemination of imported and 1000001y generated technology,
translation into investment terms of research ·results and their commercialization.

~ .'. .

107. Among the necessary; but by no means sufficient conditions for successful industrial
technology innovations are a strong domestic manufacturing base, a commitment of substantial

.;financial, scientific, technical and managerial resource to long-term professional R and D and

. a broadly based educational.and research. infrastructure in the ~atuta1 and engineering 'sciences.

108. . Experience has shown that governments in advanced ecOnomies and newlyindustrialized
and fast growing economies have played a leading role in national industrialization efforts as

':well as in the transfer of technology and its indigenous development and continuous growth.
In so doing, the governments acted in symbiosis with the private sector which they'fathered,
nurtured and groomed to take the lead. In newly industrialized countries,governments assumed

,lialead role in promoting market and product research,.supporting technological innovation and
backward-forward linkages and in providing both phySiCal .andsocial irift'astructurenecessil'ry
to maintain viability and competitiveness. They lilsodominated the financial resource

.;mobilizationandallocation process using non-market.allocation policies to encourage excess
savings and very high.rates of accumulation and re-investment.

109. The promotion of the African Economic Community would have to be sustained by a
strong national technology policy in individual member stales and through subregional and
regional cooperation ift technologydevelopment and diffusion in the major productive sectors
of economy. This will entails the mobilization of a critical mass of development. resources
mainly from within, through a policy of individual and collective self-reliance.
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